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Candidates State Platforms
12th Senate Seat
Tacked on Bal/o·t

I

:

LOBO Special
E/Bction Issue

The ASUNM Supreme .Court handed down a unanimous decision
las t night to have election ballots read "choose 12 candidates" in the
ASUNM general election Wednesday·: Originally there were only 11
senate positions on the ballots.
.
A twelfth position·was opened after ASUNM Sen. Tad Howington
resigned Oct. 26. Prior to his resignation, one student voted by absentee b;dlot oficially starting the ASUNM general election.
Seven polling' places will be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Wednesday. Polls will be located at the business school, New Mexico
Union Building, North campus, President Davis' lawn, La Posada,
geology and Farris Engineering Center.

Today is the LOBO's special ASUNM election issue.
We have printed here, in interest of our voting readers, the platforms of each candidate who turned in a statement to the LOBO, We
have also printed the pictures of each candidate who submitted a
photo to us.
In Wednesday's issue, we will endorse the candidates we feel will do
the b~st j?b. We will also print the endorsements of any other campus
orgamzat10n. We ask only that the endorsements be turned in to us in
room 138 of Marron Hall by noon today.

Elva R. Benson
Coalition

stubbornly opposed to any change.
Only this party has addressed itself
to what needs to be done, the two
others offer rehashes of earlier
,)romises.
The single greatist cause of
apathy is the correct perception by
the student body that once a
senator gets in he cannot be
touched for another y~ar. Since
there is no published voting or
attendance record, this means you
have to remember for an entire year
what a senator does. And when he
or she violates the law or neglects
the office, the only one that can do
something about it is the senate.
The senate has shown itself unable
to police its own members. This
semester, on!! senator missed 5 out
Qf 12 meetings and took a Wed. nesday night class that conflicted
with the-'semire meetings. AQothet
senator· missed 6 out of 12 meetings
and was asked to resign from the
Presidential
Appo.intments
There
are
a
lot
of
organizations
As a candidate for ASUNM
Committee
due
to
total lack of
of
people
and
many
different
kinds
Senate, I am very interested
On
Oct.
6 the LOBO
attendance.
primarily in becoming involved at UNM and I feel it is the
ran
a
front-page
story
on these two
where decisions affect all students responsibility of ASUNM senators
senators.
Yet
the
senate
hasn't
in areas of representation,· reform to make a genuine effort to
impeached
anyone
in
a
long
time.
and building where students wimt represent and deal with everyone
the·
Therefore,
the
power
to
begin
and need. Presently, I am a senior fairly.
be
given
impeachment
process
must
I am running on the Coalition
majoring in political science with a
slate
and 1 feel that we can carry out to the student. body. Sen. Fisher
minor in american studies.
this responsibility. We come from wrote a bill that would have given
One of the biggest problems on diversified backgrounds and are the students the right to impeach by
the University campus is in- involved in many different ac-. petition, if one quarter of the spring
volvement. You can help at best tivities. Thus, I feel we will all play general election total could be
now by voting. Another problem · a role in educating one another in · convinced of wrongdoing. The
tied into this problem ·is dealing with varied concerns·, and senate refused to consider the bill,
representation. Many groups on that we will be able to communicate terrified of such a process that
campus are allocated much more well even in the event of would be out of its control. J will
than others receive and we must disagreement-a positive element reintrod-uce this bilL
The senate also showed its elitism
secure some type of priority of such to keep senate meetings from
by refusing to pass a law that would
groups, so there will be equal group getting confusing and childish.
representation. With this, I believe
One of my main concerns is to· have banned senators taking classes
we should avoid all defecit spending make sure stUdents are aware of during the senate meeting time. The
so as not to lead groups that have· and can give opinions on big issues, senatorial oath declares that one
been allocated a certain amount of such as tuition hikes and parking ·must fulfill all the duties of your
money than withdrawing some of reorganization, so that we can all office. Surely the rights of over
that money because of inaccurate have more of an· input in final 20,000 students to fulltime
representation is more important
projections.
. decisions that effect us all.
Also I feel that we as students than the individual rights of selfish
The parking problem is one that must do out part 'to support and senators, ~ho only consider ''what
is shared by ·everyone. ASUNM secure progressive actions such as if I wanted to take a class then?"
Senate should take stronger steps in · the struggle for the rights of women _ These are just two examples of why
· pressuring another option. Instead and all · minorities, the ASUNM you should consider the case for
of raising tuitions for students, resolution denouncing the Bakke overhauling ASUNM and voting in •
the Independent Reform party.
some type of arrangement could be decision and efforts to maintain
·
explored in having the revenues clean and safe environment.
from parking tickets go to tuitibn
increase.

Mildred Arviso
Coalition

a

I
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Other areas I will be supporting
are lobbying against the bell-curve
grading system, securing the
existence of minority centers and
women's center and better
distribution of athletic funding.

.

Although, these are a few-areas
of my concern, it is my hope that
.you will take time to support the
whole coalition ticket as we are not
a block group but a unique group
with different ideas and are sincere
and willing to work for you, the
students.

Bob Bodine·
Independent
Reform

Why an Independent Reform
party? Mainly. in response to ·a
senate blinded to its need for major
changes by the disease Of elitism.
Majo~ problems in ASUNM go
unsolved; student apathy results,
and incumbent senators then come
to see themselves above an uninvolved student body: quite a vicious
circle. This senate has been one of
the least effective ever, yet the most

Terry Dean
Independent'
Reform

The Jndependent Reform party is
a group of students concerned with
the damage done to student
government by 'business as usual'.
Once in office we· intend to work
together for concrete changes in
ASUNM. These are in response to
issues that an absence, and walkout
- ridden senate ha s been unable to
deal with.
One of the main missions of
ASUNM is to lobby on behalf of
student opinion. Senate input on
the parking situation has been
lacking. It seems that the Campus
Planning Committee is resigned to
allowing prophecies of a car-less
campus to become self-fulfilling. A
study revealed that 65 per cent of
the students and faculty lived
within 3 !h miles oL the campus.
Therefore I feel that the parking
needs of the on-campus community
should be met first, before any
consideration is given tO shuttle
busses. Some people who live on
campus have been unable to secure
parking where they live, and have
to park their cars off campus. I
would lobby the Campus Planning
Committee to use the planned
parking-permit increase exclusively
for the creation of additional
parking.
Routine poljtics in the senate is
perpetuated by the enormous and·
unfair
electoral
advantage
possessed by incumbents. The chief
reason for this is the lack of a
voting and attendance record, so
voters have no basis on which to
judge an incumbent. Senators wind
up getting in and staying in on the
basis of name recognition alone.
One 'Or the greatest factors behind
student apathy is the feeling of
students that they lose track of a
senator's stand after election time.
Also, it is often two-term incumbents who oppose meaningful
change. J support the bill introduced by Sen. Fisher that Would

establish a monthly Senate Voting
and Attendance Record in the
Lono, which would include all roll
call votes and a strengthened
definition of attendance.
The party is concerned with the·
damage done to senate's effectiveness and image by ab·
senteeism and walkout maneuvers.
The senate has been to lazy this
semester to dicipline truant
senators, even though it has the
tools of impeachment and censure.
Walkout may be a political
tradition, but students expect non·
childish behavior out of senators.
Action on the Homecoming and an
impeachment bills was prevenred by
these tactics: Election of the
Independent Reform party will lead
to a disciplined and responsible
senate.

Joseph Gormon
Coalition

Only through increased student
awareness can student representation be improved. In finding
solutions to subjects like tuition
hikes and parking fees, the students
need honest and direct representation with interacting concepts in
order to gain a perceptive and
subcutaneous view. Through this
interaction comes a deeper understanding and further recognition
of each others ideals as well as our
own.
The ASUNM senate is the one
campus organization that should
represent all factions of the student
body along with its wide variation
in ideals; and providing the
studentS with an unbiased and
proportionally distributed fund is
·one of its responsibilities. The
Coalition party is a slate consisting
of students coming from various
groups and organizations around
the campus representing a wide
variety of views .
The ASUNM Senate has the
. responsibility of representing all the
students, keeping in mind the
proper consideration that must
come with proportunate funding to
different organizations. As a
member of the Coalition, I believe.
in enlightening all the students for
the betterment of UNM. With the
creation of a senate newsletter, the
students will have a chance to find
out directly what is happening in
the.senate and be able to voice their
opinion if they disagree. Every one
has tht; · right to directly see the
appropriation of student funds.
This, along with the pursuit of
stringent laws preventing deficit
spending, can lead us away from
the annual
quarrel
about
allocations.
.
A senator is just a representative
of the people. As senator, I will
deal for the people and initiate
action to help enlighten the student
body.
(cont. 011 page
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(cont. from page 2)

Tom Fisher
·Independent
Reform
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My senate assistants and other
concerned students joined to form
the Independent Reform party in
response to a student government in
desparatc need of drastic change.
Senators would get elected on slates
and then go their individual ways as
senators. By and large, this senate is
com posed of selfish in cum bents
who have refused to consider
reform proposals that would put
down guidelines for senate
procedure. Time would be freed for
the true mission of the senate: not
to dispense money only, but to

lobby for student concerns. l want
to emphasize that the IRP is a
party, not a slate. We intend to
work together, as a bloc if
necessary for the proposals on our
platform.
Absenteeism and walkouts have
sapped the effectiveness of theis
senate. I have introduced a bill that
would make .it easier to deny
·speaking and voting privilcdges to
truant senators, by making the
absences cumulative instead of
consecutive, as they are now.
Currently senators vary their
patterns of absence to a void
censure.
This senate h11s been hassled by
finances a great deal. There is
currently no over-all philosophy
governing appropriations. Money is
handed out on the basis of an
organization's political clout on a
first-come first-serve basis. I would
write into law an over-all 'priority'
philosophy. I would deal with
appr.opriation requests in an order
based on a group's place on,~

I"'"""

Eyer.~lasse., or Cunta"t
Fast scrviC''t•, qualit) and
style at reasonable co•1
Z/5'!1"-

0749

118 YAle SE
~ bloc.k So. 0 ~ UN/Vl

'priority list'. Organizations would they really want.
People ask about experience in
be rated on the basis of dues-paying
membership, matching funds from gowrnment, but what about exnon-ASU NM sources (including perience in dealing with real people
their members), tbe number of and different social situations? I've
students actually served and project Jived in tne dorms, far off campus
effectiveness ratings. This would and very close to campus, and
take the political infighting out of therefore have been exposed to a
the budgeting process. It would also • variety of students. Being a thirdforce
organiz!ltions to
be year journalism major, I've had to
responsible and keep records to keep up with campus issues and
have seen what has worked and was
justify future appropriation bills.
l would also further the cause of has not.
I'm proud to be running with the
fiscal responsibility by writing zeroCoalition
and think that the
based budgeting into law. Currently
diversification
of the people in it
organizations inflate their requests
would
best
represent
the students as
to compensate for cuts. Zero-based
budgeting would end budget· a whole. For too long, the senate
padding by forcing groups to has been comprised of too many
justify every. dollar requested, people from only one faction of the·
starting with nothing. I would work college community.
I would 'like to implement some
with the Business school on a
traditional
ideas with some conformula on how to best apply this
temporary
methods that could
idea to ASUNM. It is quite possible
recreate
an
atmosphere
which has
that the end result would be funding for organizations now left out. been long missing at UNM. This
Vote Independent Reform to bring being "school spirit."
So please give me and hopefully
responsibility and effeciency to all
phases of Student Government yourself a chance in government
operation, so it can better serve with your vote.
you.

concerning our spectacular state. I
oppose the nuclear waste disposal
sites, and vow to support all efforts
made to proclaim the Sandia
Mountains as a national wildlife
preserve.

are the abolition of the bell-curve
grading system, the proper and
equitable distribution of ASUNM
funds, and the preservation of
minority curriculum centers and
culture on the University campus.
ASUNM recieves a tremendous
amount of money to operate with.
Money that comes directly from
your tuition and fees. This year the
senate overspent itself in the first
week of appropriations and the
money alloted did not even reach a
fair representative section of the
University community ...
The Coalition is a group of
individual , students from every
corner of our campus who owe no
favors to any special interest group
or are tied to any party line. We are
the new blood the ASUNM Senate
needs. Give us a chance on Wed.

David McCrane
Coalition
~'

Stephany LeMay
Coalition
/

R.J. Laino
Coalition

Casey Optical Cp.
(!I/ ext

door to Casey Rexall Drug!
IA>mits at Washin!,1<m 255-6329

AHast-the third novel in

PHILIP JOSE FARMER's

...........

fabulous RIVERWORLD series!

~·

E

xciting new adventures in "one of the
most imaginative
worlds to be found in
science fiction"* -by
the Hugo Awardwinning author of To

•
My name is Stephany LeMay and
l am running on the Coalition slate.
I am a sophomore business major
here at UNM, and a member of the
ski team. Last year I received the
honor of MVP (most valuable
player).

John B. Kelso
Coalition
The present ASUNM Senate ha1.
lost all contact with the student
b<Jdy as a constituancy, and its
credibility as an effective lobbying
force for student needs and views
has been shot so full of holes, it is at
its lowest point ever. While the
senators
deliver
beautifully
prepared resignation speeches or
argue fruitlessly over who is
responsible for the little headway
they have achieved, the important
issues sit endlessly in committee
caucus where rarley is there the
quorom necessary to conduct
buisness.

.Your.. Scattered Bodies
Go and The Fabulous

Riverboat.

A BERKLEVIPUTNAM BoOK
Just Published/412 pages
S9.95 at your bookstore

G.P. PUTNAM'S SONS
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Tbe Asunm Senate needs a new
breed of senator who knows he is·
only as effective as tbe support he
Why do people go to college? a.) recieves from his constituancy.
To party b.) to continue in athletics When was the last time you as a
c.) to pass time d.) to get an student were asked for input on a
education. Whatever the other particular issue, or, for tha.t matter,
possibilities may be, tbe latter when was the last time you were
choice should be a student's even informed that legislation was
priority. But should the other pending in the senate that could
aspects of college life be have a direct bearing on you either
overlooked? School life goes academically or financially? It is of
beyond the actual hours a student is prime concern to me that the
on cam pus and tbe senate should students have easy access to
involve itself with the students everything the senate does in
during those other hours. I think session, and equally important is
the past few senates have taken the for the senators to actively solicit
elitist point of view that they must input from the general student body
try and supply the students with on all issues affecting them.
only what they think they need
The issues I would like to channel
while not also considering what my energies into once in the senate

,...•........•........................•...•...•
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Call Us At 266-1981
3~24 Central SE
.lust East Of Carlisle
881·2212
262·1431
Montgomerv Plaza
515 Wvomlng NE

293·5120
Juan Tabo Shopping Center
.Juan Tabo At Montgomerv
256-7484
5701 Gibson Blvd. SE
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Work with Faculty on research projects. Good salary,Tuition and Fees,
Extras.
,
We seek minority juniors and seniors interested in pursuing teaching
careers (in any !ield) or research careers in a biomedical, behavioral, or
health·related fteld. Selected students will participate in faculty resear·
ch projects in a.nthropology,'biology, or mathmatics.

.•
:

MINORI'J:Y
UNDERGRADUATES

-

Contact (as :Soon as possible)

: Dr. R Bourgin
• Math. Dept. -Hum. 465
• 277·5039
•

OR

5

There has been some controversy
over the organization, effectiveness
and responsiveness to students
needs in past senates. Some of the
senators have resigned and others
are unhappy with the way things are
being run. Tad Howington was
recently quoted as saying, "This
senate bas been the poorest excuse
for a senate I've ever seen." There
should be something done about
this. We need to elect some good
people, people wbo will organize
themselves in such a way as to get
some results. I and the other
members of the Coalition can and
will do this.
The issues I feel strongly about
are:
--Representation and student
awareness. As students at UNM
you have the right to fair and equal
representation . You also have the
right to know what's being done in
the senate to enable you to know
whether or not your being dealt
.with fairly.
--More enjoyable campus atmosphere. A great deal of your
time as students is spent on campus.
The atmosphere around campus is
basically pretty good; however. I
would like to see the library a little
better organized, more lights on the
tennis courts and a campus pub; if
possible.
·-Environmental protection. New

(cont. on page
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Greg Nibert
Independent

new material, stricter legislation
concerning attendance of senators
at meetings, increased emphasis oil
night classes and continuing
education, fiscal responsibility,
eliminating overspending of the
budget, and funding of the
Student/Community Relations
Committee
The
Student/Community
Relations Committee, of which I
am. a member, is the only committee dedicated to informing the
student body and the surrounding
community of what is taking place
with ASUNM government and
assisting and advising campus
organizations as to advertising and
public relations. Although this job
is impossible to achieve without
funding, the ASUNM Senate has ·
not even provided the committee
with minimal funding for a desk,
phone and publicity materials. This
is a servic~ for the whole body yet
to be put in effective operation. .
With' your vote for USD.A, senate
can be on its way to a more
responsive
and
productive
semester.

I have affiliated myself with
United Students for Direct Actibn
because in the past USDA has been
responsible and responsive to
student body.
These issues include a definite
acadeJV.ic policy for closed week,
prohibiting tests or the coverage of

381401

.No. 50

The Ncw Mf:X~ Dallu Lob, Is published
Monday through Friday every rcglllll.r week
of the University year and weckJy during the
summer session by the Board of Student
PubHca.tions of the University of New Mcdoo
and Is. not fJnancially associated with UNM;
Scc:ond class postage paid at Albuquerque,
!'few Mexico 87131. Subscription rate Is
UO,OO for the academic year,
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Dolly Lobo are those of. thf<
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that o£ tht4
editorial board of The Dally Lobo, Nothfng,
_fr!ntcd ln T~ Daily Lobo neccssar!l~
ttptesents the Views of the University of NeW

these issues please support me and
the Coalition on Nov. 2 Marc
Seidman and the Coalition thank
you.

-

Beth Smith
USDA
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Doing more for the whole
student body." This is what USDA
is all about. United Students For
Direct Action want to sec that the
needs and desires of the whole
student body arc acted upon effcctively. In order to attain this
goal, the students of UNM need
mature, hard-working senators who
arc aware of their needs.
One of my concerns is one which
seems to bother many students.
This is the seemingly unorganized
manner in which ASUNM operates.
{cont. on pago
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SHALOM

Recor.ded Message
Phone 296-8568

Covered
..,.,.agon.
, Maker< of Hand Made
Indian lewelry
OLDTOWN

Albuquerque Children's Theater
IF~~~~;~~~~f£ .

I

PRESENTS

Jl
<Jiill

a~aturday, Nov. Sth
&
Sunday, Nov. 6th
I :30 and 3:30
each day

for

"Hayden
PLUS
The ACT Mime Troupe

The Independent Reform party
was formed by students both in and
outside of ASUNM who sensed
student dissatisfaction with student
government and the need for a
massive revamping of senate
procedure. This is necessary if the
senate is to be more energetic in its
job and more sensative to student
opinion.
Nothing shows this more clearly

\

See what happens when Androclcs meets one of the
funniest lions of all limes in a delightful new version
of this classic tale, "Anuroclrs and The' LiDn," featuring
such ACT favorites as Cathy Cravens, Anna Constantz,
Tom Beaver, Ken Bibeau, Sharon McConnell and
Sara Voorhees .
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The ASUNM senate is there for
the student body. When you elect
?enate members you expect your
mterests to be represented. I am
working toward this goal by finding
out what you, the student, really
want. I feel student government can
serve the student more effectively if ~
your voice is heard.
A few issues I am concerned with
are: I. The decriminalization of
marijuana. There are many reasons
that I support this issue. First of all,
many scientific and medical studies ·
have concluded that small amounts
of marijuana, when used occasionally, are not harmful to one's
health. Also many of the more
progressive states have passed
decrim laws, such as New York
Calif., Oregon and Colo. I feel that
a person's record should not be
blemished, and in no way should he
or she be penalized for personal use
of and possession of small amounts
of marijuana. I support New
Mexico NORMAL, as does the
Coalition and hope you will support us. 2. Concerning the parking
problem, I feel the University
should supply adequate parking
facilities for those that desire them.
If a multi-level parking lot is
needed, lets get it done. 3. With
regard to the A & S Dept. and its
newly initiated bell curve grading
system, I will do anything necessary
to have this unfair policy reversed.
If you feel

Scott Reynolds
USDA

by

Mexico has a beautiful landscape. I
would like to see tbe ASUNM
Senate become more active in
decisions being made by Congress

i•
•:
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The ASUNM Senate exists for
the student body. When you elect
senate members, you expect to be
represented as not only part of the
student body, but as an individual.
I am working toward· increased
student body participation, and
awareness in senate proceedings. I
believe student government can
serve the student more effectively,
if the students feelings and needs
are heard and ·recognized. I am
providing my home phone number
(242-3586) and appealing to both
student groups and individuals to
use that number to voice needs and
feelings about student issues,
problems and new ideas.
I have a concern about senate
spending priorities. I am sure that
your tuition dollars can be put to
better use. Once elected I plan· to
call for an accounting of student
monies so we will all know where
eye'ry penny of our tuition dollar
goes.
In tbe past, tbe senate considered
financing charter organizations
based om membership. The
Coalition party and I will initiate
legislation ensuring that gorup
financing will be based on percentage of the entire student body
effected by a chartered group.
The Campus parking situation is
absurd.- I' question the Campus
Planning Committee's proposal to
start night parking fees and raise
permit costs. I cannot agree.
Reorganization of existing parking
spaces can provide more spaces for
compact cars which would provide
overall more space for all vehicles.
With more spaces, parking income
would increase without more
parking fees for students to pay.

than this senate's record of fiscal
ineptness, for which they blame the
SUB business office. An example of
this was senate's failure to fund the
Student Community Relations
Committe, which has a large role in
representing ASUNM to the
student body and the city. The
committee chairperson resigned out
of frustration.
That the senate has a twisted
sense of priorities is shown by what
they do consider for funding, I
would suggest significant student
support be funded. Much time is
spent discussing funding for
political groups that deal with
issues of no interest to the student
body. Examples include the Chile
Solidarity Committee (would tbe
military government of that land go
away if we gave this group over
$300, as one senator asked?), the
Boycott Committee, and tbe
suggestion by one senator (Oct. 26)
that ASUNM pay the travel bills of
several persons to a conference on
immigration. Student money
should stay on campus and be spent
on activities . that affect or help
.students.
That senate ignores this principle
is shown by the small funding given
. homecoming after a major hassle.
Whatever
your
views
on
homecoming, almost 1400 students
voted in the queen election- and
that is many more people than the
memberships of most funded
organization.
If senate were more responsible
in dispensing money, funds would
be available for organizations with
majority support, such as NORML.
A 1976 ORCA poll indicated that
82 per cent of the student body
favored decriminalization. I favor
the allocation of funds of NORML
for the purpose of advertising in a
planned city referendum on
reTorming marajuana laws. More
polls should be taken on groups
with political causes ·when. they
request funds. Fiscal matters take
up an enormous amount of the
senate's time, and if senators
remembered the principles of
favoring on-campus activity and
refering to student opinion when
casue-oriented groups come up for
funding, time would be saved for
ASUNM to represent students. ·

ACT

in

THE COMEDIANS

IN.ADVANCE-$1.25 or $1.00 for groups of 10 or more
All Tickets $1.50 DAY of PERFORMANCE
Tickets at Popejoy Hall Box Office - 277-3121
And All Ticket Master Outlets
For further infonnation,
A.C.T. at 268·6561
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Lila F. Bird

>

I'm Lila Bird from the Santo
Domingo and Cochiti Pueblos. My
major areas of study at UNM arc
political science and mass communicati ons.
I decided to run for the PIRG
Board of Directors after having
realized the full implications of the
impact of energy businesses in New
Mexico, Forty five per cent of the
worlds uranium reserves are in Mew
Mexico; we rank fourth in the U.S,
in the production of natural gas and
sixth in the production of crude oil,
Twenty five per cent of the
mountain states coal production
comes from the Navajo reservation
within N.M.; and now we arc
confronted with the possibility of
two nuclear waste dumps in
Chnmarron and Carlsbad, All this
is coming down without the
public's full awareness of the
problems each venture presents.
I believe it is our responsibility to
sec that our children and the
generations thereafter arc given the
chance to lead healthy lives in a safe
environment. I have taken on that
responsibility and will do all that I
can to expose the profits, problems,
and alternatives to the current
mmmg, processing, and waste
disposal of the various types of
natural resources being exploited.
Closely connected with the exp!otation of our natural resources
also lies the explotation of all the
people in the Southwest. We must
be guaranteed the right to determine our own future as well as full
acces~ to quality education and
health care. Another area of extreme imparlance is the current
move to make New Mexico a
"Right-to-Work" state. This
essentially means union busting and
lower wages. There arc many areas
of tremendous importance at this
time and I would like to see that
PIRG deal more directly with these
problems and be answer£!ble to all
the people of our area.
I have been active in the Kiva
Club and at one time was a member
of the Kive Club Council. I served
on the steering committee of the
"People's Coalition on University
Policies" and on the "Minority
Concerns" Committee set up by
Bud Davis -in response to the
Coalition's demands.
Go ahead and vote Nov. 2, and
we'll see what happens. Also on the
ballot for that day is Elva Benson, a
Navajo student from Shiprock who
is running for the ASUNM Senate.
We need your votes!
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While observing ASUNM as a
senate assistant over the past
semester, it seems as though many
senators do not know how to use
parliamentry procedure effectively,
At times this has led to confusion
and, sometimes, to lack of participation. As a senator I would like
to begin mandatory workshops on
parliamentry procedure and
constitutional law with monthly
reviews. With the knowledge of
what is constitutional and what is
not, legislation can move more
quickly. By initiating this workshop
senators may be able to work more
effectively for UNM students.
An issue on the USDA platform
which I would particularly like to
see cleared up is that concerning
closed week. Currently, the only
specific polices on closed week are
those which limit social activities.
Academicaly, there are no such
policies. As it stands, new in- '
formation which is presented
during closed week may be included
on the final. Some instructors even
give final exams during closed
week. I have always been under the
impression that closed week is a
time for review, but more often
than not, this is not the case. What
I would like to see are specific
regulations which state that closed
week may be used only for review.
This re.view could give instructors a
chance to help students analyze and
synthesize the semester's !llaterial. I
feel the way to take care of this
problem is through ORCA (Office
of Research and Community
Affairs), by polling students on
their opinion, and bringing the
results to the Faculty Senate's
Academic Affairs Committee.

Jack Fortner

the Lobby Committee and PIRG,
As an ASUNM senator I will work
to coordinate the efforts of
ASUNM and PIRG.
Also among my priorities are
community consumer affairs and
environment conservation. I feel
more student input is needed to
determine the priorities of PIRG
and l will make an effort to channel
their input effectively.

Mark Liebe n d orfe
·

decrease this figure dramatically,)
2) increasing employment levels
and
wages
by
persl!ading
authorities to start a crackdown on
illegal aliens taking jobs me[Oint for
American citizens: They are also,
besides cutting down on available
jobs, lowering wages for workers.
I am willing to contribute at the
very least - 5 hours a week, and
more when needed. Also, I expect
to attend every NMP!RG meeting
u~!ess some truly drastic unfors~cn
circumstance occurs, Ha.vmg
already injected my wholehearted
enthusiasm into this New Mexico
project, I can hardly wait to start
putting some of my ideas into
action.

Jane Sawev

would act both as ombudsperson
and educator- intervening in the
people's behalf and better informing the public of .rights and
strategies.
J feel that, with this view, I am
qualified to help provide direction
and vigor to our public interest
group. Ex-perience as a law
student, GSA representative, and
former ASUNM senate assistant
has given me insights and
knowledge that would add to New
Mexico PIRG.
l ask your vote for the PIRG
Board of Directors.

MatthewV.
Trujillo
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PlRG is the most vital
organization on campus, and I
would like to see this organization
grow and expand in the state immediately, I want to establish PIRG
. communications in all the New
Mexico universities, I feel that
environment and energy related
issues are among the most serious
Jroblems facing us today, With
'lew Mexico's abundance of
1atural resources, I feel it will
become increasingly important in
the energy picture for the entire
United States. It think P!RG can be
most useful in supplying the citizens
of New Mexico with information
concerning these developments.
I also advocate PIRG's joining
My experience in the field of
with the ASUNM Senate's Lobby
public
'interests, up to this time, is
Committee to lobby in the City
little.
Like
most students at UNM
Council. As well as involving itself
who
are
concentrating
on a serious
in ASUNM Senate, PIRG should
college
education,
you
can
find that
move onto the mai!l campus and
continue developing courses and you have little time for anything
workshops dealing with major else. However, I am deeply conissues.
.,., , . cerned about the problems plaguing
Through my invol vemeQI Jn UNM students, on and off campus.
senate I have become interestec! and ' One of the project area priorities
supportive of PJRG, and I ask you if I am elected, would be to increase
to help me make NMPIRG ·a opposition and prevent nuclear
waste disposal in New Mexico. The
stronger and finer organiza~ion:
chance of New Mexico becoming a
nuclear waste dump is great and
such a program could only be
detrimental to all present and
furture generations of people in
Worked last summer at South· New Mexico.
Another project would be a more
west Research & Information
John Johnson will speak Wed., Nov. 2 on "U.S.
assiduous
effort on the part of
Center as a Jaw clerk. Areas of
Stereotypes of Ladn Americans as seen through
NMPIRG
to
improve
telations
with
concentration were in uranium
Political Cartooning.. at 3:30 p.m. in Anthropology,
mining, uranium mill licensing and UNM students. There should be a rm.t78.
problems with nuclear waste from more adequate distribution of
The UNM Circle K' lntr. will hold ils wcckly meet·
uranium mines in general. Also NMPIRG information, perhaps by ing Thtu., 7 p.m.ln rm. 230 of the SUB. Everyone is
went to hearings on the state using the NMPIRG office on invited.
campus a little more.
groundwater regulations.
Las Campanas will meet in rm. 253 OfthcSUBat 7
An education costs survey p.m. on Wed., Nov. 2. All members please attend.
On the Natural Resources
Journal at the Law School, am project would also rank highly on
The UNM Wagon Wheel Square Dance Club is
currently taking acourse in natural my list. In Hopes of securing and dancing in rm. 176 of Johnson Gym every Thur. at 7
p.m.
resources law. Also last summer, augmenting federal monies for
.
worked briefly with Central UNM students, as everyone is
The Women's Personal OeYelopment group
Clearing House on the problem of concerned and most aware of the meets Tuesdays from 2 to 3;30 p.m. In the
phreatophyte (salt cedar) removal rising costs of receiving a college Women's Center. Call Landra at 277-3716 for In·
formation.
by the Bureau of Reclamation on education.
The Residents Hall Student Assoc. will hold
My contribution to the board of endorSement hearings Monday, Oct. 31 In the
the Rio Grande River.
Lounge of Hokona Hall, All candidates
Project area priorities would be directors could only be hard work, Upper
for the ASUNM Senate are Invited.
in the area of uranium mining, elevation, and.deep concern for the
The Office of Aeseinch and Consumer Affairs
will meet Thurs. NoY. 3 at 2 p.m. In Am. 251 of
nuclear disposal, phreatophyte projects and the effects of these the
SUB. All interested students are invited.
clearing and solar energy alter- projects, undertaken by the New
The ·social Work program at the University of
In conjunction with the College of
natives. I would try to contribute a · Mexico Public Interest Research Albuquerque
Santa Fe Is now accepting applications for
sense
of
organization
of Group.
sprlog semester. For more information call Don
I do support NMPIRG and ChaVez at 831·1111.
achievement to the board, as well as
There will be a meeting of the ASUNM lobby
contribute any expertise I may have sincerely hope, if elected, that we Corrimlttee on Wed. Nov. 2 at 3:30 p.m. at the
can progress in becoming a more Kappa Kappa Gamma Rays House, 1620 Mesa
or be able to develop.
Vista NE.
active organization on campus.

T

My name is Mark Liebendorfcr, I
am running for the board because I
strongly endorse the concept of a
student run public interest group.
For too long students have not been
through! of as consumers, and we
have not thought of putting our
energies and interests into the
welfare of the community and
state. The politics and environment
of New Mexico affects all of us.
Thus I feel it is our responsibility to
have some input to these decision
making policies.
If elected to the board I will
continue to endorse NMPJRG's
stand on watch-dogging the
uranium and coal industry in New
Mexico. I would like to see PIRG
expand to New Mexico State
University and work on organizing
a PIRG in Las Cruces.

Vicky Marquez

E

Ruth Musgrave
Silver

As a potential member of the·
board of directors for NMPIRG, 1
feel that the best qualification for
this honorable position is the
wholehearted enthusiasm and
dedication 1 am more than prepared
to give toward the attainment of
New Mexican citizens' benefits.
Having campaigned extensively
for civil rights causes, I am ready to
face the opposition with a bold
front as long as I know I'm right.
Being a former member of my high
school student council has
hopefully equipped me to deal with
the problems encountered in
organizations and their enterprises.
I also devoted myself to campaigning for an individual runner
for district representative, doing
various types of work such as
stuffing envelopes, carrying signs,
passing out placards, blockwalking,
etc. No amount of work, no matter
how tedious or tiresome, will prove
to be too much for me, as long as
it's for a worthy cause.
Some priorities which matter
very deeply that I intend to con-.
People in the United States today
centrale on will be : 1) promotion are dealing more and more with a
of solar energy: services we now vast array of impersonal business
pay sometimes outrageous sums of and governmental entities. From
money for will be utilizing energy towering oil companies to shuffling
derived from the sun. The only lines at the Motor Vehicle Depproblem is possessing enough t.,citizens must increasingly cope
money to obtain the installations of with oversized corporations and
solar devices. Once the installations . imposing officialdom in their
are government-funded, ,we will be everyday lives. Because of this
able to use huge amounts of energy David and Goliath relationship,
at an exceedingly low cost to us and many
persons
feel
to the government. (The USA powerless,unheard and unheeded in
imports of energy fuels and today's society.
minerals cost $8 billion in 1970, and . Thus l sec the role of PIRG as
is projected to increase to $3 J that of an advocate for the people.
billion by 1985, and to $64 billion PlRG should work at gaining
by the year 2000. With solar energy access to ecomonic and political
harnessed in every home could decision-making processes. It

NormonTodd

By its name, MNPIRG should be
active throughout the state. But I
feel to be completely effective in the
state, that NMPIRG needs to stress
as a major priority the need to
obtain funds from other univer·
sities and or organizations. UNM
students should not be subsidizing
the people in New Mexico, but with
funding coming only from UNM,
this is what is happening. I intend
to change this.
1 would like to see PlRG and
ASUNM continue to work
together, especially continuance of

I will be a mature, hard-working
senator who is aware of, and will
work toward the students needs and
desires. By voting for me, Beth
Smith, and the other USDA
canidates, you will be giving
yourselves senators who will do
more for you.

Pat TooHey
Coalition

-. ·* ~

UNM is a big university whew
there is always something to do.
Students keep busy by working,
staying involved in organizations
and activities and mostly by
studying for those worthwhile
classes offered here. For these
reasons, you must elect senators
who will represent your interests as
a student. I am running on the
USDA slate because this slate
depicts the majority of the ideas
which you want brought before the
faculty and administration. The
USDA's platform and ideas are
based upon feasible . issues which
can be delt with now.
[ am a dorm resident and feel
f)lat living on campus for three
semesters gives me a better perspective as to what goes on here at
UNM. I believe I can represent the
entire student body and will make it
a point to remain in touch with
your ideas. As an ASUNM senator
I will try to increase lobbying efforts in Santa Fe, and, in effect, get
what we need from our state, Help
for our university can be received
from the N.M. State Legislature,
and, now is the time our elected
representatives listen to what we
want. This can be accomplished by
total participation by the faculty,
administration and mostly by the
students. Communication between
the ASUNM Senate, the students
and the state means a better schog!
for all of us here at UNM. Please
. :.vote for Sam Sparks and.the rest of
the USDA slate for ASUN!Vf
Senate.
.

• Grad Students
• Undergrads
• Law Students
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Vote For NMPIRG
Board Of Directors

Wed. Nov. 2nd
9-5pm

STA

Mimi Swanson
USDA
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fashion pants
.for F'REE
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Total
Experience
20°/o OFF
Haircut and Style
And Body
Wave
With
Student
ID

LOBO edlloriiJI phone 277·5656
LOBO Editorial Staff:
Edltor·ln-chlef: Tim Gallagher
Managing Editor: Rebekah Szymanski
News Editor: Dolores Wood
AsSt. News Editor; D.M._Fiynn
Photo Editor: Wendel! T. Hunt
Sp<ats Editor: Petet Madrid
Arts Ed~'' r: George Gesner
Copy Editor·: Koren Walston
Ad Manager: FrankSalatar
EDITORIALS: Unsigned editorials rep·esenl a majority opinion of the LOBO editorial
board. All other columns, cartoons, and letters represenl the opinion of the author and do
not necessarily reflect the VIJ3'W of the editorial board.
1
LETTERS: Letters to the edllor muSt be typed 1 ahd signed with the author's name,
signature, address, and telephone number. Letters to the editor should be no longer than
300 words although exceptions wllr be made If the topic warrants so. Only the name of the
author will be printed and names will not be withheld.
OPINIONS: Opinions must by typed and signed with the author's name, signature, ad·
dress and telephone numbar. Opinions should be no longer than 500 words. Only the namP.
of author will be printed and names will not be withheld.
All suOmlsslons become I he property of the New Me:<lco Dally LOBO and will be edited
only for length or possibly libofous conterit.lf any changes are made, the author will be r.OI'l·
taoted to discuss changes,

l am running for re-election to Vote for someone who is doing
into this stagnant senate. This
ASUNM Senate with United more for the whole student body ••
senate, described as "one of the
Students for Direct Action to vote USDA.
most inefficient, poorly-run
continue injecting the important
organizations on campus" by a
element--action-- into ASUNM,
recently resigned ASUNM senator,
I am presently serving as
can be changed. It can be used as a
President pro tern of the senate, in
powerful force to accomplish the
which capacity I am an ex-officio
goals of the students. The senate
member of all the senate and
Something must be done. The can be influenced in many areas
executive standing committee, current senate is too wrapped up in including:
which necessitates putting in itself to effectively serve the
-effective management or student
sometimes 20 or more hours a week students. If you elect me \o your moncy
in the student government offices. I senate, I will implement changes, I
-parking
have also served previously on the will
!oont, 00 page 8} ,
introduce new, fresh ideas
Senate Steering Committee, the
Office of Research and Consumer
f N M Now Me,lco
(J 1R c.
Public lntorest Rosenrch Group
Affairs,
and
the
Studen;···
.
t/Community Relations Committee. With this experience in
dealing with student concerns in
ASUNM, as well as in the
University administration and
faculty, I will not be afraid to raise
and pursue issues for the studeot
body and will not be intimidated in
fighting for student rights.
Sweeping and hasty changes
within the ASUNM Senate at
present are less important than
pursuing
changes
in
a
knowledgeable, deliberate manner.
To this end, the senate should be
more concerned with upgrading
present programs and clarifying
procedures than rushing blindly
into new areas while leaving old
problems unattended, as it has
often done in the past.
I have been working in the past,
and will continue to do so in the
future, to solve your problems and
improve University services to you.

Put Your Best Head Forward With A New Look.
20% Off Regular Price With Your Student ID
Total Experience In The First Plaza Galeria
3rd and Tijeras
243-7771
And Now Our New Location To Serve You

Sun:-Thurs.
NEXTDAYSERVICE

Fri. & Sat.
SAME DAY SERVICE

.'

CEHERAL
STORE
111 Harvard SE • 8117-Menaul NE

2403-5an Mateo N.E. 268-4301
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funeling
-athletic funding
-dorm life
As n member of the Coalition
cS party 1 guarantee these issues, as "
-g well as any issues of concern to the
...:l students, will be addressed to the
~ new senate. Our party is a
P collection of students involving
8 themselves to better the interests of
~ their fellow students.

Jacob Vigil
Independent
Reform
,,

~

allowing faculty and staff access to senate lines of communication to
parking permits before students. those forces which directly affect its
True, the senate can't order the operations, Recognition of this fact
administration to stop this, but it is slow in its development. Having
can lobby student beefs. This to search out the person you wish to
practice is quite ridiculous in the speak to is a tremendous waste of
light of the fact that 65 per cent of time.
I also feel that another problem
the faculty and staff live within 3 V2
miles of campus. Parking problems ASUNM Senate has come across, in
could be lessened if the faculty took the past, is deficit spending. This
their chances with everybody else.
will have to be closely monitored. I
Another administration policy also plan to work with the Campus
that calls for vigerous lobbying is Planning Committee in order to
the bell curve in the College of Arts keep an eye on proposed parking
and Sciences. The University will bills.
not be upgraded by restricting an
If elected I plan to work for the
instructor's grading options. students and with· the adStudents complained and the senate ministration. ,
even passed a resolution during the
drop-add controversy. The result
was a reversal of an earlier Faculty
Senate position.' Why can't the
senate take the time to articulate
student concerns again?
Senate would be more effective if
it were not understaffed. A I 00 per
cent full senate at all times is
needed, and th~ constitutional
ammendment to lower tile number
of vacancies necessary to trigger a ,
special election (co-sponsored) by
Sen. Fisher) is a step in the right
direction. A full senate also dilutes
the power of long-time inc1,1mbenls
and committee chairmen, and
would help the cause of reform.
· One of the senate's problems is
its low tolerance level for criticism.
This semester's senate has been
This senate has earned the lowest under constant attack. Change is
image of any within memory, but inevitable. Senate can not operate
the only idea many senators can efficently and serve the students
generate is not meaningful change, unless change is initiated. Being a
but rather blame for the LOBO. On senate assistant this semester has
OCt. 5 the LOBO ran an article on made me aware of the senate's
two truant senators. Instead of diffculties and problems. A change
disciplining the two senators, talk is needed in ASUNM's Senate in
of cutting the LOBO's budget order for it to be an asset to the
occured. This fact was noted by the student body.
Issues I would like to address are;
editor in an Oct. 7 editorial. The
student newspaper is not the I) closed week, 2) the University's
ASUNM tabloid because the senate grading policies, 3) Senates deficit
appropriates it funds. Though the spending 4) Senate attendance, 5)
paper has not been perfect, it has the need for more night classes.
shamed senators into better atAt the present there aren't any
tendance, and ASUNM is better for academic restrictions on closed
it. Out of principle, I am opposed week. We need regulations that
to politically motivated cuts in the define closed week. Also the
LOBO's budget. Election of the University has adopted the bellIndependent Reform party .. to shaped, curve in the grading of some
senate would bring creative change classes. There has to be a better way
and make the senate more effectiy~ to upgrade the courses without
in representing students.
u
penalizing the student body. I
would like to work with the Faculty
Senate on these issues.
I feel that the senate's deficit
spending and attendance records
are two things that should be
worked out. There are existing bills
and legislations which must be
worked on for senate to obtain the
respect of the student body. I would
like to see these bills become a
working part of the senate laws.
The USDA slate will be a
representative of the continuing
work of the senate in the interest of
the entire student body. All concerned students come out and vote
on Nov. 2. Lets get senate
going, VOTE!!

I strees, along with the other
members of the USDA slate,
cooperation
through
communication and coordination,
among various organizations, such
as fundii)g the Student/Community
Relations Committee would
achieve, since the S/CRC was
created to facilitate these goals. By
our own admissions we project
groups within society as building
blocks, not as individual units to be
demolished. We should always
push forward to succeed in both
words and actions. All campus
groups should coordinate and
build,instead of tearing down each
other, because together we stand
and divided we fall. I think each
organization is just as important as
the next. Maybe the past senate has
proven itself incapable, unwilling
and unable to adequately concentrate on the needs and some of
the wants of our student body. If I
am elected I will assure you that all
proposals will be evaluated to the
best of my ability. I will concentrate
on projects that involve our
community as. well as the campus
student body. Public relations, as I
see it, include reciprocative caring
by the University and nonuniversity communities for each
other. Emphasizing our needs while
legislative decisions are being made
is a must priority. I am a
sophomore majoring in CIS, and as
a senator, attendance will be one of
my top priorities in order to
maintain my duties and voting
rights.

Cornelia White
USDA

I am running on the Independent
Reform party for two reasons:
First, the senate is in need of
thorough and drastic change; and
secondly, critical issues have ·not
received senate attention-issues
that directly effect students-. '
It is suprising that senate has not
spoken up to represent student
outrage aginst the unfair practice of
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Nellie L. White
, USDA

It's not for jut; I anyone. But

The USDA slate is comprised of
many different factions of the
University, and I feel that we can
represent the University as a whole.
A pressing problem currently
facing the students on campus is
lack of communication. It is a
major problem for student
government. Due to the transient
nature of students involved in
ASUNM, it is of prime importance
to develop and maintain for future

if you care about your lu{)ks, we

think you'll find it's fust for you. The $55 Hilircut. Created by

jiOI Markham (or the top Hollywood Cclcbrnic!> whose hair he
cUts. And now it's avnllablc to you. Rl~ht here. For .1 whole: lot
/,_·<;~ rh,w S55. Afonf,( with the prodltds designed tu cuahle your
hrur to p~dorm it" mltllral best. Call for an uptlllintment now.

The $55/lalrcut Is avatl<tblcfor a u+hole lot less al:

University Staff Association.
(Perms&
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International
(15% off
A Un'ISex Sa Ion W/current
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ELECTION OF OFFICERS,
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL MEMBERS AND
MEMBERSHIP SIGN·UP and Dues $1.00
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 2,1977
12 noon N.M. UNION Rooms 231 D.E.
All Permanent office staff are urged to attend

Monday bringing joy to the hearts
of kid~ dentist.s and candy
manufact'urers everywhere.
And mo~t of the masked, greed,Y
creatures d1dn t even bother to wmt
•
u 11 til dark.
'
.A.s soon as the ~ast bell rang,
millions of s~hool k1ds tore home,
threw on thetr c.ostu~es a?d began
the ~alloween n.tualm a udal wave
of tnck-or-treatmg that raced the
clock west.
-On New York's Long Island,
devils, goblins and creatures from
the late-late show were banging on
doors by 2:40 p,m. EST, then
runnin~ home to dump their
overfilled sacks in the freezer and
head out for more.
,,
In Washington, the President's
10 year old daughter, Amy, went to
a school Halloween party and
then,joined by her friends and her
secret service bodyguards, went
trick-or-treating.
After nightfall it would be the
teen-ager's turn, but few officials
expected the destruction that used
to mark Halloweens of a generation
or more ago, when there were still
outhouses to turn over (1 0 extra
points if someone was inside}, and
clotheslines to cut.
Reports from around the country
indicated that Halloween pranks in
the past couple of years and leading
up to Monday night appeared to be
limited to soaping windows,
spraying the little kids with shaving
cream and throwing rolls of toilet
paper over trees, roofs and
telephone
wires-- offering a rather
'"(}1e Great Hope" Taylor pauses momentarily while delivering
on a windy October
festive
look
copies of the New Mexico Daily LOBO around campus. He a/tared
evening.
his style of dress somewhat Monday, in observance of Halloween.
In Little Rock, Ark., trick-ortreaters goggled at what might have
been ·a robot country cousin of Star
Wars' R2D2.
,Gregg
Dwier,
14,
built
"Roboton" -- compled with an-
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Member?

Senate OK's 8- Year
Energy Source Plan

WASHINGTON (UP!) -The Senate Monday passed a $42 billion,
eight-year program of tax breaks for industries that develop new energy
sources or switch from oil and gas and for people who make their homes
more energy efficient.
The bill, composed primarily of tax credits and incentives, now goes to a
House-Senate conference committee, which will attempt to ·reconcile it
with President Carter's plan of energy tax increases.
·

The House passed a bill similar to what Carter wanted, but the Senate
bill contains only one tax increase - a gradually increasing tax on industries and utilities that refuse to switch from oil and gas to goal or other
fuels even though they could do so.
1 o encourage the switch, the bill calls for a tax ~redit paying industries
and utilities 25 per cent of the cost of converting to another fuel.
Despite the conflict between the Senate bill and Carter's plan, both
Finance Committee Chairman Russell Long, D-La., and Senate
Democratic Leader Robert Byrd predicted the President will be able to
accept the final version that emerges from conference committee.

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center
8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE
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An Aspiring Senate

Leroy Warrin
USDA

"tl

Traditions Live On

tax increases
Long has said for weeks he hopes to combine the house
with the Senate's ideas on how to spend the money new taxes produce.
Carter's plan, and the House bill, would rebate much of the tax money
to the public through the income tax system.
But a majority in the Senate wants t.o spend the money on encour~geing
more energy production, and the btll that emer.ged fro~ the Fmance
Committee as a $41 billion plan of tax breaks- mamly for mdustry.
At final passage, the measure was still weighted towa~d industry, but
there were breaks for individuals- a $75 per year tax credtt for the elde.rly
and a $150 tax credit for users of home heating oil and those whose heatmg
bills go up because of world price increases for residual oil.

ASUNM ELECTIONS COMM.

·Pollworkers Meeting
Anyone interested in being
a pollworker please attend

Room250A
SUB 4:00 TODAY

enough tape recorded vocnbularly
to handle "hello earthlings" and
comment on tl'ie wen\ her.
Many areas put some sort of
curfew on kids' roaming. Mon·
tgomery, Ala., asked that trick-ortreating be limited to kids 12 or
under and that they be in the house
by 9 p.m.
Raleigh, N.C., had teams of
volunteers equipped with CB radios
patrolling streets to help police spot
vandals.
In Columbus, Ga., where
residents were shocked by the
slaying of four elderly women in the
past six weeks, Mayor Jack Mickle
asked that youngsters by home by 6
p.m.
Many communities threw parties

dark, with iiobbing for apples, o
costume contests and pre-pubescent ~
groping in the corners.
Q.'
In Brooklyn's Greenwood S'
Ccmetary,the Society of American ]5
Magicians held a brief memorial z
service Monday, the 51st an- o
niversary of the death of t11c famed
magician Harry Houdini, at a"
precisely 1:26 p.m. the time the :_
great escape artist passed away.

g
_,

'0

For years Houdini's widow ~'
attended Halloween seances in an
attempt to communicate with his
spirit. But he either couldn't or
wouldn't answer the call.
And even the witches were
coming in out of the cold.
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COLLEGE
OF FINE ARTS =
UNM Students: The Deadline to
Apply for Admission for Spring
1978 is Wednesday, November
30, 1977
Applications are available in the

/
Fine Arts Center, room 1103.
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Awareness
Is Almost Here
DOC (Disabled On Campus) wants to make UNM conscious of the disabled persons' problems, needs, and
assets. We're inviting all students, staff and faculty to the
following Awareness Day events:
Today!
8:00am to 12:30pm -Ten campus VIPs will voluntarily spend
the morning in wheelchairs.
2:00 to 2:45pm- "Changes", a 30 minute film dealing with the
problems of a spinal cord injury will.be shown in Room 253 of the
SUB.
2:45 to 3:15pm- UNM Special Services wtll give a brief description
of services UNM offers the disabled. Location: Room 253 of the
SUB.
3:15 to 4:30pm- "Ask a Question".Want to know something
about being disabled? Ask any question and a panel of DOC members
will answer. Discussion will take place in the middle glass cubicle
on the first floor of the SUB.
6:30 to 8:30 pm -The Bernalillo County Wheelchair Basketball
Team, the Zias, will play a team
from the County Parks and
Recreation Dept., and UNM law
students in Carlisle Gym.
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PERSONALS

------------------------------ 5. FOR SALE

ACCURATU INFORMATION ABOUT contraceplion, stcrillzntlon, abortion. Right to Choose, 294·
0171.
12/3

E
Q)
:>

z0

I'ROFESSOR JWilflRT LEN BERG of the Bush1ess
School will lecture or1 rnulll·natlonat corporations:
Thursday, Nov. 3, nt 3:3C1 p.m. nt the International
·~ Center, 1808 Lus L.ornns Nil.
ll/3
:::E WHOLE WHEAT PIZZA with mushroom topping
~ · for slices. Wed. Nov, 2, Perry;s Pizza, 2004 C~ntral
.~ Sll. Across from UNM. Thick square Sicilian pl:aa
by the slice & Plln.
11/2
0
u

2.

LOST AND FOUND

FIND YOURSELF In th~ Pe~c~ Corps. Ortega 233,
277·5907. fs
LOST: Oct. 26, glasses in while ca5e In vlcinlly
between llusincss School and Biology building. 298·
3331.
11/1
FOUND: 2 mo. old puppy on 10/26 near duck pond,
Identify & clnim 277·51.60 or 345·6939.
ll/3
LOST: men's Burnsvllk class ring, Mitchell Hall, 2nd
noor restroom. 277·3786,
1114

"

.

3.

SERVICES

QA TYPING SERVICE, A complete typing and
editorial syslcm. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts & tables. 345·2125.
12(2
LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare now,
Call PENM 842·5200.
tfn
TYPING: MA, English, on-campus. 296-8564.
fs
SERVE In the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.277-5907. fs
EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
reports, proposals, scripts. f1rauenglass Associates,
344-8344.
11/18
GUITAR LESSONS. llcglnnlng, classical, folk.
UNM guitar major. PrlvatQ group, Jim, 345-4827 or
247·0497.
11/1
RllASONAilLETYPlNG SERVICE. Call268-4917.
11/2
"The Wny Of Hypcrlon." This Is Patanjnli OS
Hyperion. In My Outfit, The Yoga Empire, There Is
No Hero. There Is No Heroin. We Follow Ideas Not
Men. Cornel Follow, "The Way Of 1-Jypcrion." ThQ
U.S.A., Our Corislltutlonnl Convention Will De
Called "Pulunjall's Coote.lt Of The Songs," For In·
formation, Write Lore1111 Jones, c/o BSU Arbiter
(student newspaper), Doise Stale University, ]910
Unlvmity Drive, llolse Idaho 83725.
11/l

4.

HOUSING

MAXfll.l, UP C·90 cnsseUes. S3.00 each. Minimum
order six. Free focal delivery same week. Fireny, BQX
7583,87104. 256·1495.
1117
20 USED PORTABLE TV's. $30.00 to $60.00. 441
Wyoming NE!,'ZSS-5987.
1/'J.?
1962 CHEVY 4WD l.NB, VI lon, $1450.00. Exceflem
mechanical condition. 262·0517. Evenings, 11/1
TOP CONDITION. 197S Vega, 3-spced, heat/air,
23,000 plus miles. $1600.00, 298-6881 after 6 p.m.
881-0816. 11/1
1973 POJISCHE 914. E~cellent condition, low
mileage. Beautlfull268·284,. Ill!
DRY MOUNT pRESS, to 36", $22S.OO, Leave
message, 268-~879, Jl/2 ·
I?77 YAMAHA JOOYZ. Purchased 3 weeks ago,
must sell. Need money ror tuition. 881·3~97, 11/2
BRAND NEW 1976 Kawasaki 125. Perfect condl·
lion. $600.00. 277-5183.
11/3
GRADUATING SENIOR needs to sell 1973 Vega.
6,000 miles on rebuilt engine, new tires. Call 256·
9278.
IJ/3
NEW 10-speed bicycle, $80.00,242-6882.
11/3
1965 MUSTANG FAST BACK, Original owner, will
take best offer. 265·356S, ask for Keiko,
11/4
1977 VW BUG, only 4000 mllles, Still new. For more
Information, call265·3565, ask for Keiko.
11/4
1974 COROLLA WAGON, Good ecomony, very
dependable. Come see it. Caii26S·3565.
11/4
1974 SAAB Le Wugon back. Excellenl car, clean.•
265·3565, ask for Keiko.
11/4
1975 f10RD GRANADA. Low mileage. Original
owner, 265·3565, ask for Keiko.
11/4
SINGER f1UTURA zigzag sewing machine. Top of
llr1e, slill guaranteed, Auto. bobbin winder, com·
puterized bullonholer, tOO's of fancy stilches. Reg.
$800.00: now $150.00 cash. 821-4256,
11114
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT & WEDDING
RINGS: Up to 50% discount to students, faculty, &
staff, Example, V. ct. $9S.OO, Vz cl. $275.00, I ct.
$795.00; by buying direct from leading diamond
importer. For color calalog, send $1.00 Io SMA
Diamond Importers, Inc., Box 42, Fanwood, N.J.
07023 (indicate name of school) or call (212) 682-3390
for local ion of showroom nearest you.
11/4

6.

EMPLOYMENT

Work in the PEACE CORPS. Orlega 233. 277S907. fs
WANTED PART TIME help as Security Guards.
Hours ncxlble. Call S.l.A., 242-5261. 11/14
OVERSEAS JOBS· summer/year-round. Europe, S.
America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, S~00-$1200
monthly. Expenses pnld, sightseeing. Free informa·
tion - write lnternalionnl Job Center, Dept. NB,
Bo~ 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704.
II /4
INSTRUCTORS NEEDED for 4·6 year-old "tots
tumbling & rhythm class" (early childhood).
$4.25/hr. Call Kathv, YWCA, 247·8841. 1111

ADDRr:SSE!tS WANTED immediately! Work at
home - no ~~perience necessary - excellent pay,
Wrile American Service, 8350 Park Lane, Suite 269,
Dallas, TX75231. 11/16
OIRLS: models ncedcdi easy hours, plenty of time
for homework. 1·5 p.m.. 6103 Menual NE. 1112
SALES PEOPLE WANTED to sell display advertising for the NM Daily l.obo. Must have car. Call277·
S656 or come by Marron Hall, Rm, 133, M, W,F, at!
p.m. or Tues. &Thurs. at.2 p.m.
tfn
WORK PART TIME. S400,00 monthly. Call 881·
458~, 9·Hor inrormalion. 11/4
PART TIME sales clerk & stocking. Must be over 21
years old. Apply in person. Saveway Liquor Stores,
5704 LomasNEi S~16Menual Blvd, NE. 1118
PART TIME HEI.P wanted, 2·3 nights per week,
Perry's Pizza, 2004 Central SE,
11/2
CHELSEA STREET PUB BEATS the new minimum
wage. Kitchen help starting pay $2.65/hr, Walter &
waitress openings available, super pay- super tips.
Apply In person, Coronado Center, Part or full time,
day or night shirts.
1211
PART TIME HELP for my business. $425.00
monthly. 294·2064, 1·3 p.m. only.
11/1

7.

TRAVEL

CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS? Think now, ny later,
Reservations at Intercontinental Travel Centre, 9
•• m. to 9 p.m., 265·9860.
1114
FREE TRAVEL SERVICE to students and faculty,
Information at Intercontinental Travel Centre, 107
Girard Blvd. SE.
•
11/4
RIDES I RIDES! RJDES! lTC, 265-9860
I 1/4
RIDES·TO NYC weekly. $55.00. lTC, 255-6830.
I Jill
RIDES TO l..A. & SAN FRANCISCO weekly,
$39.00, lTC, 255-6830,
IIIli

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

WEA VEl your own X-mas gifts- quick, inexpensive,
unusual. 3 week course-the Weavers' Studio. 205
Stanford SE, 265·9100. II/I
CHEAP WATERBEDSI Water Trips. $89.95 buys
you I) dark walnut stained frame, 2l safely liner, 3)
foam comfort pad, 4) any size mallress with 3-year
guarantee; $89.95. 3407 Central NE, 2SS·2289, I 1/1
AWARENESSJSNOWl
11/1
ATTENTION: All rormer NCHO-NM Clinical
Education Interns, a special meeting on the future of
the program will be held at Chicano Sludles on Wed.
Nov, 2, al7 p.m.
Jl/2
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN7 E~cellent food (no
limit), Private and double rooms, Maid service. 30.!
Ash NE, 243·2881.
J0/31

9.

VICTUALS

HAVE A REAL FOOD LUNCH at Baba's, l07Mesa
SE (across from the Art bullding)-featurlng fresh
sandw)ches by the Fiddler's Three, Mountain High
Yougurl, natural sodas and fruit juices.
ll/2

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

staffs
UNITED Feature Syndicate
50 Madison,
1 ----salts
!ollondny's Puzzle Solved:
e.g.
5 Containers
51 Anglo10 Boutique
Saxon
14 Area
laborers
measure
53 Tree section MO+"riim..,.
15 Spanish
55-·-- pick:
girl's name
Cavil
16 Legendary
56 Dog
William
61 Norse god
17 Affectedly
62 Regard as a
dramatic
divinity
19 Tune
64 Flow out
20 Furnllure
slowly
pjece
65 Serious risk l"'!::''r':'l-:+~::+::+.-+.21 Unclose:
66 Anent: 2
Poetic
words
22 ----Uris:
67 Brought up
Author
68 Sharp ridge
2 3. ----- with
69 Ringing of
amg event
33 Sports
faint praise
bells
10German
palace
25 Channel
P.O.W.
35 Hit hard
26 Delicate
DOWN
camp
37 Labor group
skill
11 Previously
40 "--- Ionge":
30 Went ahead 1 Nocturnal
12 Mixture
Art Is tong
31 Buddhist
mammals
13 Course of
41 Move
temple
2 D II
I
34 Unusual
u pan
action
quickly
3 Weight
18
TV
per-·
46
Made
level
people:
allowance
Stang
sonallty: --48 A second
36 Inclined4 Make
Mack
vending
channel
warmer
24 Mohammed's 51 Down
38 Tree
5 Breakfast
birthplace
source
39 Where
food
25 Scottish
52 Fixed by
highlanders
agreement
Balboa is: 3 6 Fatima's
26 The thing
53 Fool
words
husband
di$CUSSed
54 Fragrance
42 Banking
7 Retail
27 Pineapple
abbr.
55 Thatching
establi~h2b Bring under
43 Asian
palm
44 Sea nymph
ment. 2
one control
57 Journey
4 5 Proofreaders'
words
29 -~-Ia Ia
58 Fork prong
marks
8 Raps: Brit.
31 School org.
59 Man's name
47 June bug
dialect
32 Took on
60 Tape spool
food
49 Pastoral
9 Merchandl63 Illuminated
ACROSS

2
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SHAL.AKO INN has deluxe efficiencies from
S145.00, utilities tla[d. City bus service down Central
nvnllablc. Apnrtmenl Includes modern kitchen.
Lounge, restaurant & swirnming pool on premises.
12901 Central NE. 299-0434.
12/2
MAGNIFICENT I bedroom - furnished, ulllities,
solar; $2()9.00. 842-0406, weekends 266-2751. J 1/2
.-,.r;.-

Al.L UTII.ITIES PAID. Campus l bdrm., 3 blocks
to UNM. Nicely furnisl1ed, S5S.OO. 262·1751, Valley
Rer11nls. $30.00 fcc.
11/J
PART UTILITIES PAID. 2 bdrm., only $150.00,
Bike 10 UNM. 262·1751, Valley Rentals. $30.00 fee.
ll/J
WALK TO UNM. Large I bdrm., air, patio, utilities
paid; SIJS.OO. 262-t7~ I, Valley Rentals. $30.00 fee.
11/1

:~:~ FREE

j

Monday · Friday

5:00. 9:00

Boogie To:

Traveller
UNCLE NASTY'S
Lunches Monday Thru Saturday

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily
L?bo
times(s) beginning
, under the heading
(cucle one): I. Personals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
4. Housing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

'

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

.
Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance.

EncloSP.d $ _ ___,_ Placed b y - - - - - Telephone

Hours: 8:30A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday
Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

